A new method of margin evaluation in breast conservation surgery using an adjustable mould during fixation.
We have developed a new method of breast resection margin assessment in quadrantectomy using an adjustable mould to prevent the three-dimensional specimen from distorting during fixation. The new method has been applied to 10 consecutive quadrantectomies (six invasive duct carcinomas, four duct carcinoma in situ with or without microinvasion). The precise configuration of the fixed specimen enabled pathologists to examine the side slices, the 5 mm thick slices cut parallel to the flat lateral margins of the specimen, permitting the separation of margin evaluation from tumour characterization. Eight cases with negative margins by our method would also be negative by assessment of inked margins since the margin widths were estimated to be from 5 to 30 mm (average 16.3 mm); two cases with positive margins would also be positive by inked margins. Our new method was as reliable as the inked margins employing sequential slicing of the entire tissue, although it reduced the number of blocks by more than half in invasive carcinomas. A further advantage of this method is that the accuracy in margin evaluation is not influenced by the extent of tumour sampling. In addition, our system can pinpoint the positive margins facilitating re-excision to obtain tumour-free margins.